These references came right out of a book titled: Upper Cervical Subluxation Complex “A Review of the Chiropractic and Medical Literature” by Kirk Eriksen, DC

We highly recommend that you acquire this book for your library at the office.

Here are the references:

   (46% of patients were chronic at >1-year follow-up)

   (45-83% chronic at >2-year follow-up)

   (43% chronic at >5-year follow-up)

   (12% chronic at 1.5-year follow-up)

   (44-90% chronic at 2-year follow-up)

   (26% chronic at 1-year follow-up)


(26% chronic at 1-year follow-up)


(34% chronic at 2-year follow-up)


(29% chronic at 2-year follow-up)


(15% chronic at 1-year follow-up)


(14-62% chronic at 10-15-year follow-up)


(23-46% chronic at 2-year follow-up)


(88% chronic at 10.8-year follow-up)


(58% chronic at 2-year follow-up)


(13% chronic at 6 months follow-up)


(44-61% chronic at >2-year follow-up)

(27% chronic at 6 months follow-up)


(86% chronic at 10.8-year follow-up)


(35-41-29% chronic at 2-year follow-up)


(45-34% chronic at > 1-year follow-up)


(55% chronic at 8-year follow-up)


(32% chronic at 6 months follow-up)


(27% chronic at 6 months follow-up)


(86% chronic at 10-19-year follow-up)

(48-62% chronic at 1 to 2-year follow-up)


(48% chronic at the end of study)


(24% chronic at 1-year follow-up)


(66% chronic at 6 months follow-up)


(18% chronic at 2-year follow-up)


(30-24-18% chronic at 6 months, 1 and 2-year follow-up)


(58% chronic at >2.5-year follow-up)


(49% chronic at 1-year follow-up)


(70% chronic at average 15.5-year follow-up)

(28% chronic at 1-year follow-up)


(64% chronic at 2-year follow-up)


(71% chronic at 7 months follow-up)


(15-44% chronic at 2-year follow-up)


(62% chronic at 6 months follow-up)


(41-66% chronic at 6 months follow-up)


(100% chronic at 2-year follow-up)